Seed conditioning plants must be thoroughly cleaned and inspected each time a different variety of certified seed is to be conditioned and/or treated and when changing from non-certified to certified seed.

Kind and variety of seed to be conditioned ______________________________________ Class ___________
Amount to be conditioned ____________________________________________________________________
Kind and variety of seed conditioned last _______________________________________  Class ___________

Indicate condition of following at time of inspection:

Transport Equipment – Trucks, wagons, boxes, etc. ____________________________________________
Dump or unloading area __________________________________________ Elevators __________________
Storage and Holding Bins __________________________________________ Bulk Boxes ______________
All conditioning machinery _________________________________________________________________
Conveyors – Augers, Belts, Vibrating __________________________________________________________
Treaters __________________________________________ Buggers _________________________________

Inspector remarks ________________________________________________________________

I have inspected all seed handling and conditioning facilities and equipment (everything in which the seed will come in contact) and found them to be free of contaminants and in compliance with all certification rules and regulations.

Signed ______________________________  Date ______

SSCA Agent